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SUMMARY 
In [13] S. Yuan introduced the so-called reflexive class group of an integrally closed noetherian 
domain, which is isomorphic to the usual class group. This construction was generalized afterwards 
by M. Orzech to arbitrary Krull domains, cf. [7]. On the other hand in [lo] the author studied the 
relative Picard group with respect to an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor u. In this note we show 
that if u is the idempotent kernel functor associated to the prime ideals of height one, then both 
notions coincide. Some easy applications are included. 
1. THE REFLEXIVE CLASS GROUP 
(1.0.) For simplicity’s sake we will assume throughout that R is an integrally 
closed noetherian domain with field of fractions K. We will denote by X the 
prime spectrum Spec(R) and by XI the subspace of X consisting of the prime 
ideals of R of height one. 
(1.1.) Let us briefly recall same generalities on idempotent kernel functors. A 
left exact subfunctor rr of the identity in R-mod is called an idempotent kernel 
functor if a(M/oM) = o for each R-module M. We call Ma a-torsion (resp. D- 
torsion free) R-module if CM= M (resp. oM= 0). Let us denote by 2?(a) the set 
of ideals Zof R with the property that R/Zis o-torsion. We call Y(o) the Gabriel 
topology associated with o; it is well-known that for any R-module M we have 
m E CM iff there exists ZE P’(o) such that Zm = o. We will write V(o) for the set 
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of ideals of R maximal with respect to the property of not being contained in 
a”(a). One easily proves that %(‘(a) consists of prime ideals. More generally, we 
write ~(a) for the set of prime ideals of R not contained in =!?(~(a). For each 
P E X, let oR -p be the idempotent kernel functor defined by its Gabriel topology 
which consists of the ideals of R not contained in P. For each idempotent kernel 
functor 0 one may prove that 0 = inf { aR _ p; P E V(o)}, in the obvious sense, 
cf. [9]. Finally, we denote by Q0 the localization functor associated with 0, cf. 
[5, 81. In particular, for each R-module M we have 
Q,(M) = lim HOmR(& M) 
Ie or(o) 
If Q = OR-p, then Q,(M) =Mp. We call A4 a a-closed R-module if Q,(M) =M. 
(1.2.) An R-module M is said to be a-invertible if there exists an R-module Q 
with the property that Q,(M@N)=Q,(R). Let us call M a-flat if for each 
monomorphism (Y : N’+N of R-modules we have that Ker (M@a) is a-torsion. 
It was verified in [IO] that a o-invertible R-module is o-flat. This allows us to 
prove that the set of isomorphism classes [M] of a-closed a-invertible R- 
modules forms a group with multiplication given by [Ml. [N] = [Q,(M@N)]. 
This group is called the relative Picard group of R with respect to 0. 
For more details the reader is referred to lot. cit. 
(1.3.) In [13] S. Yuan introduced the (rank one) reflexive class group r(R) of 
R as follows. Call an R-module E reflexive if it is finitely generated and if the 
canonical map E+E** is an isomorphism. Here, as usually E*= HOmR(E, R). 
The modified tensorproduct of these modules is given by E I F = (E@ F) **, for 
any reflexive E, F. Let us recall from lot. cit. that if E is reflexive, then E* I E = 
= Horn,@, E). In particular, if E is reflexive of rank one then E*L E = R. This 
allows us to define the group r(R) consisting of the isomorphism classes of rank 
one reflexive R-modules with product [El. [F] = [E I F] . 
(1.4.) Let us now relate these notions. Denote by o the idempotent kernel 
functor inf { GR -p; PEX~}. We claim that V(a) =X1. Indeed, first note that 
since R is commutative we have PE *a) iff o(R/P) = o, so pick Q E V(o) and 
assume that Q does not have height one, then a(R/Q) = o and OR-p(R/Q) = o 
for some PE Xi. This means that if STE Q for some s $ P then r E Q. But as Q 
does not have height one, we may pick s E Q-P and applying the foregoing to 
this s yields Q = R, contradiction. Conversely, if P has height one then clearly 
PE aa) as OR-p(R/P) = o. Moreover, if we may find a prime ideal Q of R 
which strictly contains P and such that QE .X(O), then the same argument as 
above yields a contradiction, i.e. P is maximal in .X(O). This proves the 
assertion. 
From this it follows immediately that a finitely generated torsion-free R- 
module is reflexive if and only if it is a-closed. Indeed, since it is easy to see that 
for any idempotent kernel functor T and any torsion-free R-module M we have 
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QW) = npE vlr) MP, the intersection being taken in M&K, this may be 
derived by applying the criterion [4, l] which says that for an R-module M as 
above we have it4** = nPGX, Mp. 
(1.5.) Let us call an R-module M a-quasiprojective [l l] if for all PE V(a) we 
have that Mp is a projective Rp-module. By localizing, it is easy to see, cf. [l l] 
that a o-quasiprojective R-module is o-flat. An R-module M is said to be O- 
finitely generated if there exists a finitely generated R-submodule N of M such 
that M/N is a-torsion. We then have the following. 
(1.6.) PROPOSITION. Let o be the idempotent kernel functor defined above 
then an R-module M is reflexive if and only if it is o-closed a-quasiprojective 
and a-finitely generated. 
PROOF. Let M be a o-closed o-quasiprojective and a-finitely generated R- 
module. Since R is a noetherian integrally closed domain, it is obviously cr- 
closed by (1.5.) hence (2.1.) in [ 1 l] implies M* and M** to be finitely generated 
since M is a-finitely generated. Moreover (2.3 .) in [ 1 l] implies M to be reflexive. 
Conversely, if M is reflexive then M is finitely generated, hence finitely 
presented since R is noetherian. It follows that Mp is a reflexive Rp-module 
for each PE X,, so Mp is projective as RP is a discrete valuation ring, cf. [l] 
and M is o-quasiprojective. Finally, since M is reflexive it is torsionfree, so M= 
= nPEX, Mp= Q,(M), proving that Mis o-closed. This finishes the proof. 0 
(1.7.) PROPOSITION. Let R be r-closed and noetherian, r denoting some 
arbitrary idempotent kernel functor r, then any r-invertible r-closed R-module 
is r-quasiprojective and r-finitely generated. 
PROOF. First note that for any pair of R-modules M, N the canonical map 
.f:MORN-QAW@RQ,(N) 
induces an isomorphism 
Indeed, for each PE V(r) the induced map 
fp :(MORNIP=MPOR~NP~Q~(MIPOR~Q~(N)P=(Q~(M)ORQT(N)IP 
is an isomorphism, hence the result follows from the fact that r= inf {OR-p; 
P E V(T)}. Now, for any r-invertible r-closed R-module M we may find a similar 
N such that Q,(M&N) = Q,(R) = R, SO we have M@RNc Q,(M@,N) = R, 
hence MORN is finitely generated, since R is noetherian, say by {m;@ni}. Let 
M, = C RmiCM and consider the exact sequence 
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Since N is r-flat we have Q,(M,&N) =Q,(M&N) as K is r-torsion and 
Mr &N+M&N is surjective. It follows that 
Q~(M~)=Q~(M~ORR)=Q~(Q~(M~)ORQ,(R))= 
=Q,(Q,(MI)ORQ,(NORM))=Q,(MIORNORM)= 
implying that A4 is r-finitely generated. 
Now, let PE V(r) then Mp@Np= Qr(M@RN)P= RP and Mp is finitely 
generated as an Rp-module, hence Mp is invertible, so Mp is projective (of rank 
one) and as this is valid for all PE V(7), it follows that M is r-quasiprojective 
indeed. 0 
(1.8.) THEOREM. Let o be the idempotent kernel functor associated to the 
prime ideals of height one, then r(R) = Pic(R, a). 
PROOF. Let us first check that the objects in both groups coincide, bijectively. 
Let E be a a-closed a-invertible R-module, then E is a-finitely generated and o- 
quasiprojective by (1.7.) hence reflexive by (2.3.) in [l 11. Moreover E clearly 
has rank one. Conversely, if E is reflexive of rank one, then E is finitely 
generated, hence a-finitely generated and a-closed by (1.4.). Let P be a prime 
ideal of height one, then RP is a discrete valuation ring. Since E is finitely 
generated, it is finitely presented, hence Ep is a reflexive Rp-module. But then 
Ep is projective by [ 11. As this holds for all PEX, we find that E is o-quasi- 
projective. Finally let us note that for reflexive E, F we have E I F = Q,(E@RF), 
since Q,(M) =M** for M finitely generated and torsionfree. 0 
2.SOMEREMARKS 
(2.1.) Let 7 be an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor in R-mod and let S be a 
multiplicative subset of R (consisting of regular elements if R is arbitrary too!), 
then we have derived in [12] an exact sequence. 
(2.1.1.) o+U(Q,(R))-+U(Q,(S-‘R))+Pic(R,S; r)+Pic(R, r)+Pic(S-‘R, 7). 
Here Pic(R, S; 7) is the group of all r-closed submodules of S- ‘Q,(R) with the 
property that for some similar N we have Q,(MN) = Q,(R) = Q&MORN). If 
Q,(R) is a noetherian domain, then M is necessarily a fractional ideal and 
N= Q&W ‘). In this case let D(R, r) denote the monoid of r-closed fractional 
ideals of Q,(R) with multiplication 1. J= : Q,(IJ). 
(2.2.) LEMMA. Let R be a r-closed noetherian domain, let S= R - {o} then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(2.2.1.) D(R, r) is a group; 
(2.2.2.) D(R, 7) = Pic(R, S; r); 
(2.2.3.) RP is a discrete valuation ring for all PE V(7). 
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PROOF. (1) e (2) is obvious. Now note that if for some r-closed fractional ideal 
Z there is a .Z such that Qr(Z.Z) = R, then Q&Z) = Q5(Z- ‘) so ZpJp = RP for all 
PE V(7), i.e. Z is invertible. Conversely, if Zp is invertible in Rp, for each 
PE V(7) then Z is 7 invertible, i.e. Q,(ZZ-‘) = R. But this proves that each 7- 
closed fractional ideal of R is r-invertible if and only if for each PE V(7) each 
fractional ideal of RP is invertible, i.e. each RP is a discrete valuation ring. This 
finishes the proof. 0 
(2.3.) Let us apply this to our situation as follows. Let S = R - {o} and let D be 
the idempotent kernel functor associated to the prime ideals of R of height one, 
then Q,(R) = R and S- ‘Q,,(R) =K. We also have Pic(S- ‘R, 0) = Pic(K, o) = o. 
Indeed, if [P] l Pic(K,a) then for some K-module Q we have Qo(P&Q)= 
= Q,(K) = K. But, on the other hand any K-module is a-torsion free, for let 
ME K-mod and ZE Y(cr) be such that Zm = o for some m E A4, then o = KZm = Km 
and m = o. It thus follows that every K-module is a-closed hence we obtain that 
Q,(P&Q) = P&Q= K, so Pic(K, 0) = Pit(K) = o. Let us write D(R) for 
D(R, a) and Prin(R) for K*/R *, then the above sequence reduces to 
o-Prin(R)+D(R)-+Z’(R)+o 
i.e. we recover Theorem 1 in [13] and the classical definition of the class group. 
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